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ABSTRACT 

Thelytoky is a subset of parthenogenetic processes in which a female produces 

unfertilized eggs that develop into an all-female lineage. Thelytoky fi-equently occurs in 

the Afiican Cape honey bee. Apis mellifera capensis, but is rarely seen in European 

honey bees: e.g., A. m. iberica, A. m. camica and A. m. mellifera. Localized colonies of 

queenless honey bees fi-om Arizona, of unknown lineage, were determined to be serially 

thelytokous. The question arose as to whether this represented a trait expressed de novo 

in European honey bees or a reversion to a trait retained from A. m. capensis. 

Examination of the thelytokous colonies also revealed the presence of a caste member 

that is intermediate between the recognized castes (e.g., queens, workers, and drones), 

termed an intercaste. The relatedness of the intercaste to the other more defined caste 

members was posed as a second question of topic in this research. This research focused 

on the multivariate discrimination of this unknown honey bee lineage as morphologically 

compared v^th those of known Afiican, European, and Afiicanized origin in an attempt 

to determine the source of this thelytokous behavior. The samples of Afiican honey bees, 

against which the unknown thelytoky sample was tested, included A. m. capensis and 

A. m. scutellata. The European honey bee contrasts were represented by A. m. iberica, A. 

m. camica and A. m. mellifera. W^le many Afiican and European bees are 

taxonomically identified to subspecies, Afiicanized bees are not distinguishable by 

taxonomic characters and therefore retain their European subspecies label of ̂ . m. 

mellifera. Sample specimens of queens, drones, workers, and intercastes were also 



obtained and examined using multivariate discrimination. The right forewings from the 

honey bees were removed and measurements were recorded using established landmarks 

and venation patterns on the wing. Multivariate statistical techniques were applied (i.e., 

discriminate function analysis, size -free discriminate function analysis, Mahalanobis 

distances, and phenograms) to patterns in wing variation in order to discriminate among 

known categorical groups and align the thelytokous bees with a determined group. 
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CHAPTER I 

A BRIEF BIOGEOGRAPHIC AL HISTORY 

OF THE HONEY BEE APIS MELLIFERA 

1.1 Evolution within Honey Bees Designated as Apis mellifera 

The first record of any type of insect, which could be diagnosed as a modem bee, 

is a fossilized female stingless bee (Hymenoptera: Family; Apidae, Trigona prised) found 

in coniferous resin, dating back 80 million years ago (Grimaldi 1988; Michener &. 

Grimaldi 1988). The first record of the more derived honey bee lineage, within the genus 

Apis, occurred in the Eocene, about 50 million years ago. There are currently nine 

species assigned to the genus Apis: andreniformis, binghami, breviligula, cerana, 

dorsata,florea, laboriosa, mellifera, koschevnikovi. 

The oldest members of the genus are dor sola andflorea with^. mellifera 

originating, separate from Apis cerana, in the late Pliocene, approximately 2.5 million 

years ago (Ruttner and Maul 1983). Apis mellifera (Hymenoptera: Family Apidae) is a 

highly pol3l:ypic species with 24 morphologically distinct subspecies (Ruttner 1988). 

They have been classified into three geographic groups for convenience; Table 1.1 

illustrates the various subspecies within their geographic groups. 

The honey bee Apis mellifera is a social insect that was one of the first to build a 

highly-advanced cavity nest with multiple parallel combs. This contributed to the 

survival and radiation of this bee into modem times. During the Pliocene in Europe, cold 

temperatures were an important selective force on open-air-nesting honey bees (Ruttner 

1988). The multiple combs, and resultant aggregation behavior, allowed the honey bees 



to expand from their tropical origin in Afiica, and radiate into temperate Asia and 

Europe. These colonies could then survive cold winters by forming active clusters within 

the sheher of the nests (Crane 1999). 

1.2 The Modem Native Distribution of Apis mellifera 
and Arrival into North America 

Apis mellifera has a native distribution that extends from the southern tip of 

Afiica to southern Russia and Scandinavia in the north, and from the Caspian Sea in the 

east to Ireland in the west (Crane 1999). The Americas have no endemic Apidae, and 

have only two major native subfamilies: Meliponinae (the stingless bees) and Bombinae 

(the bumble bees). 

Beginning in the 1500s, settlers travehng from Europe to North America would 

transport many animals and plants to help increase the productivity of the new land. In 

the 1600s, the honey bee, A. mellifera, was added to the manifest and first introduced to 

North America. On December 5, 1621, the Council of the Virginia Company in London, 

wrote to the Govemor and Council in Virginia, "We have by this Ship the Discovery sent 

you divers sorte of seed, and fiuit trees, as also Pidgeons, connies [rabbits]. Peacock 

maistives [mastiffs], and beehives..." (Smith 1977). 



Table 1.1 List of the 24 subspecies of Apis mellifera (Ruttner 1988) 

Geographic Locations 

Near East 

Tropical Afiica 

Mediterranean 

West 

Meditenanean 

Central 

Mediterranean 

Honey Bee species 

Apis mellifera anatoliaca Maa(1953) 

A. m. adami Ruttner (1975) 

A. m. cypria Pollman (1879) 

A. m. syriaca Buttel-Reepen (1906) 

A. m. meda Skorikov (1929 a) 

A. m. caucasica Goibachev (1916) 

A. m. armeniaca Skorikov (1929) 

A. m. lamarckii CockereU (1906) 

A. m. yemenitica Ruttner (1975) 

A. m. litorea Smith (1961) 

A. m. scutellata Lepeletier (1836) 

A. m. adansonii LatreiUe (1804) 

A. m. monticola Smith (1961) 

A. m. capensis Escholtz (1821) 

A. m. wn/co/orLatreille(1804) 

A. m. 5aAan"e7i5z.sBaldensperger(1924) 

A. m. intermissa Buttel-Reepen (1906) 

A. m. iberica Goetze (1964) 

A. m. mellifera Linnaeus (1758) 

A. m. «cM/a Montagano (1911) 

A. m. ligustica Spinola (1806) 

A. m. cecrop;aKiesenwetter(1860) 

A. m. macedonia Ruttner (1987) 

A. m. camica PoUman (1879) 



After their initial arrival into North America, the bees were soon found in 

numerous areas within the United States and Canada (Table 1.2). This happened in two 

ways. The colonist would transport the bees with them as they moved, and the bees 

would swarm and relocate to a new nesting site. The 1800s revealed that several races of 

the European bees were successfully introduced. The Mormons were the first to 

introduce Apis mellifera to the westem United States. The first Mormons arrived in Utah 

in 1847, and the first bees were taken in a covered wagon in 1848. Brigham Young 

stated in 1851, that "several hives were responding well to conditions in Utah" (Nye 

1971). By 1852 they had reached Nevada. 

Table 1.2 Arrival of Honey Bee Apis mellifera in selected states 

STATE 

Virginia 

Massachusetts 

New York 

South Carolina 

Florida 

Vennont 

Texas 

YEAR OF ARRIVAL 

1622 

1639 

1670 

1705 

1763 

1794 

1821 

METHOD 

Imported 

Imported 

Not known 

Swann 

Imported 

Swaim 

Swarm 

1.3 The EBstory of the Africanized Bee into North America 

In 1956, Dr. Warwick E. Kerr brought one A. m. capensis queen and 62 A.m. 

scutellata queens into Brazil (Crane, 1999). This was done in an attempt to improve the 

quality of the commercial honey bees in South America, which were not as efficient at 

honey gathering and poUination in that environment. 



Kerr was anticipating that these newly imported bees would do better than the 

European bees that had been introduced earlier. Of these original queens, 48 were 

successfully introduced to established European colonies and began to produce the "most 

prolific, productive, and vigorous bees" that Kerr had ever seen (Kerr 1957). In 1957, 

queen excluders were inadvertently removed, from 26 of these hives, which prevents 

initial queens from migrating. Once these were removed, queens exited the hives and the 

drones began to swarm. The Afiican drones mated with feral-nesting European queens 

and also those from surrounding apiaries and produced what has since been termed the 

"Afiicanized bee" ((jonclaves 1974). 

The Afiicanized bees form a "super -bee population" that out competes and 

displaces that pre-existing European bees and expands at a rate of 300 to 500 km/yr 

(Taylor 1977). The Afiicanized bee entered Mexico in 1986 and continued north 

reaching the United States through Hidalgo, Texas in October of 1990. By 1993, 53 

counties in southem Texas were quarantined due to these bees and they had arrived in 

Arizona and New Mexico. They entered California in 1994. 

1.4 Some Major Anthropogenic AppHcations of Apis mellifera 

1.4.1 ReUgion 

Apis mellifera has long played an important role in the worid's religion practices. 

The idea that honey had its origin in the heavens was widespread among early peoples 

(Ransome 1937). In the 300s BC, Aristotle wrote, "Honey falls from the air, principally 

at the rising of the stars, and when the rainbow rests upon the earth" (Historia animalium 

V.22.554a; Crane 1999). Most clergy believed that honey was divinely created and 
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continued to believe so until the early 1700 when it was discovered that its origin was 

actually the flowers (Hill 1759; Bonnier 1879). 

Egyptians sacrificed huge amounts of honey in their religious ceremonies. The 

earliest recorded offering of honey was in 2450 BC Gudea, mler of Lagash, made 

plentiful offering of honey and butter to the god Ningirsu when the foundations for his 

temple were placed (Crane 1999). The Israelites gave their harvest of honey to the priests 

to be used as offerings to their God in the late 700s BC, as stated in H Chronicles chapter 

31 verse 5, "they gave generously from the first firiits of their com and new wine, oil and 

honey, all the produce of their lands; they brought a full tithe of everything" (New 

England Bible). The wax from the combs was also used widely in religious ceremonies. 

Votives were offered in Ancient Egypt, (jreece and Rome, especially by 

European Christians in and after the Middle Ages (Crane 1999). Beeswax candles and 

Christian ceremonies are closely related. At the flineral of Henry the V in 1422, the 

clergy carried 1400 wax candles and every house from London Bridge onwards had a 

servant holding a lighted candle at the door (Dummelow 1973). The Monasteries on 

Moimt Athos in northern Greece and St. Catherine's monastery on Moimt Sinai are still 

lit only by beeswax candles, made by traditional methods (Crane, 1999). 

The honey bee itself is considered to be a religious symbol or icon. It was 

thought that the honey bee had divine origin. In Egypt the bee was thought to have been 

created from a tear of the sun god, Ra. A wise philosopher, articulate speaker, or 

exceptional writer was thought to owe his gift to the fact that bees had alighted on his 

mouth during infancy. Sophocles, Plato, VirgiL St. Basil, and the patron saint of 

beekeeping St. Ambrose are some of those thought to have been endowed by the bees 



blessing. On the high alter of St. Ambrose's church in Milan; there is a painting of the 

patron saint as an infant with honey bees circling his head. 

1.4.2 Crop Pollination 

Although social bees have been valued for their products since early times, their 

greatest significance as a world resource lies in the pollination of plants. Historically, 

Apis mellifera is by far the most important managed pollinator, and is especially effective 

on many crops grown in monocultures (Crane 1999). The Apis mellifera races from 

temperate zones (i.e. A. m. mellifera, A. m. iberica, and A. m. camica) are easily 

manageable and more amenable to directed beekeeping. The tropical Apis races (i.e. A. 

m. scutellata and A. m. capensis) and Africanized bees are much less agreeable to guided 

management. In 1750 Ireland, Arthur Dobbs was the first to describe the role of honey 

bees in pollination: 

From the late Improvements made by Glasses, and Experiments made .. .it is 
almost demonstrable, that the Farina [pollen] upon Xbe Apices of Flowers is the 
male seed; which entering the Pistillum OT Matrix in the Flower, impregnates the 
Ovum, and makes it prolific... Now if the Bee is appointed by Providence to go 
only, at each Loading, to Flowers of the same Species, as the abundant Farina 
often covers the whole bee, as well as what it loads upon its Legs, it carries that 
Farina from Flower to Flower, and by its walking upon the Pistillum and 
agitation of its Wings, it contributes greatly to the Farina's entering into the 
Pistillum... 

Darwin, while performing several experiments on cross-fertilized plants wrote in 

his 1876 book. On the effects of cross and self fertilization in the vegetable kingdom, "All 

kinds of bees and certain other insects usually visit the flowers of the same species as 

long as the can, before going on to another species.. .This is of great importance to the 



plant, as it favours the cross-fertilization of distinct individuals of the same species (p. 

14)." 

The tme monetary value of honey bees as pollinators is not known; however, 

Southwick and Southwick (1992) estimated the value of honey bee pollination 

somewhere between 5 and 10 billion dollars annually in the United States. 



CHAPTER n 

THE QUESTION OF THELYTOKY 

2.1 Brief History of the Honey Bee in North America 

The New Worid has no indigenous species of honey bee (Apis mellifera). 

Beginning in the 1600s, the honey bee has been repeatedly imported into North and 

South America as sources of honey and beeswax. Today, honey bees are only 

infrequently used to make candle wax, and though an accessible source of honey, their 

primary commercial role is the pollination of agricultural crops. From the very 

beginning, European honey bees (Apis mellifera mellifera) were preferentially imported 

and became the primary colonists of the New World. However, other races of honey bee 

were also imported producing a repetitive mingling of bee lineages that has resulted in a 

mosaic of regional adaptations to broad geographic areas. 

The European bees dominate agricultural and apiary appUcations still today in 

North America. In the past forty years, however, Afiicanized hybrids have entered the 

southem tier states of North America from Central and South America. Many Afiican 

subspecies (e.g.. Apis mellifera capensis Escholtz (1821) and Apis mellifera scutellata 

Lepeletier (1836)) and European subspecies (e.g.. Apis mellifera iberica Goetze (1964), 

Apis mellifera camica Pollman (1879) and Apis mellifera mellifera Linnaeus (1758)) are 

taxonomically distinguishable. 

Afiicanized bees are not diagnosed by discrete taxonomic characters, at the 

subspecies level, because they are hybrids between^, m. scutellata and^. m. mellifera. 

They are classified within^, m. mellifera and are functionally discriminated on 

9 



behavioral traits (e.g., absconding and aggressive temperament), multivariate 

morphometric discrimination (Strauss and Houck 1994), and mitochondrial DNA 

(Nielsen et al. 1999; Meixner et al. 2000). 

2.2 The Observation of Thelytoky 

The Cape honey bee, A. m. capensis, exhibits a unique characteristic first 

identified in 1912 by G. W. Onions. When deprived of their queen, the capensis workers 

begin to lay eggs, which develop into an almost entirely female progeny (Onions 1912; 

Ruttner 1988). This process is a subset of parthenogenetic development identified as 

thel3l:oky (Suomalainen 1950). This phenomenon is rarely seen in European honey bees: 

e.g., A. m. iberica, A. m. camica zsvdA. m. mellifera (Ruttner 1976; DeGrandi-Hoffman 

et. al. 1991; Rattiieks 1993; Martin et al. 2002). Only .01% of 30,000 European workers 

will exhibit parthenogenesis and will only lay male eggs or drones (Ratnieks 1993). The 

production of a male offspring from a virgin female (worker) is termed arrhenotoky, a 

separate form of parthenogenesis. 

Capensis workers are able to lay diploid female eggs without mating (called 

intercastes in this discussion) (Pers. Comm. DeGrandi-Hoffman). In this process, 

meiosis is followed by the fusion of two meiotic products which restores diploidy. This 

subset of thelytokous behavior is more discretely termed automictic thelytoky (Martin et 

al. 2002). Automictic thelytokous behavior is based on a single recessive major gene 

(Ruttner 1988) which provides an advantage to workers with this reproductive capability. 

10 



2.3 Research Questions 

Feral colonies of queenless Apis bees from Arizona, of unknown lineage, were 

determined to be serially thelytokous by researchers at the Carl Hayden Bee Lab in 

Tucson, Arizona (Pers. Comm. G. DeGrandi-Hoffman). The question arose as to 

whether this event represents a frait expressed de novo in European honey bees or a 

reversion to a frait retained from ancestral A. m. capensis lines. In an attempt to 

determine the source of this thelytokous behavior, the research reported here focuses on a 

muhivariate discrimination of this lineage, as morphologically discriminated from Apis of 

known African, European, and Afiicanized origin. 

From this thelytokous colony in Arizona, a separate question arose as to whether 

intercastes, a caste member that is intermediate between the recognized castes (i.e. 

queens, workers, and drones), were morphologically more similar to workers, drones or 

to queens. Multivariate discrimination was used to examine all caste members of a 

single thelytokous colony to answer this question. 

2.4 Materials 

2.4.1 Sources of Apis Honey Bee Samples: 

2.4.1.1 European Honey Bees 

In order to determine morphological similarity and discrimination, among groups 

of questionable lineages, one must careflilly choose samples from locations and colonies 

that best define the limits of that morphological variation. The morphological contrasts 

for comparison, in this study, are listed in Table 2.1. 

11 



The European honey bees selected for this study are A. m. mellifera, A. m. iberica 

and A. m. camica (Hymenoptera: Family Apidae). The geographic origin of ̂ . m. 

mellifera and A. m. iberica is Westem Mediterranean (Ruttner 1988). A. m. camica 

originates from the Central Mediterranean. 

Table 2.1: Known groups of honey bees an d the thelytokous unknown honey bees of the 

genus Apis ( • indicates results from work done) N=10 for each group. 

TAXON 

Apis mellifera camica 
A. m. iberica 
A. m. mellifera 
A. m. capensis 
A. m. scutellata 
A. m. mellifera 
A. m. mellifera 
A. m. mellifera 
Thelytokous CG-5 

Thelytokous SB-21 

Thelytokous CG-15 

COLLECTION SITE 

Frankfurt, Germany 
Saidon, Spain 
Closed Pop. Arizona USDA 
Stellenbosh, Africa 
Kenya, Africa 
Preto, Brazil 
Montero, Bolivia 
Portachuelo, Bolivia 
USDA, Carl Hayden Bee Lab in 
Tucson, Arizona 
USDA, Carl Hayden Bee Lab in 
Tucson, Arizona 
USDA, Carl Hayden Bee Lab in 
Tucson, Arizona 

CLASSIFICATION 

European 
European 
European 
Afiican 
African 
Africanized 
Afiicanized 
Africanized 
Afiicanized* 

Africanized * 

Africanized A 

2.4.1.2 Afiican Honey Bees 

The African honey bees used for morphological comparison were A. m. scutellata 

and A. m. capensis (Hymenoptera: Family Apidae). A. m. scutellata is found in eight 

countries of Africa sfretching from Ethiopia to the Cape Province (Ruttner 1988). The 

samples used in this study came from Johannessburg/Capetown and Kenya and the^. m. 

capensis specimens used were collected in Stellenbosch Cape (Table 2.1). 

12 



2.4.1.3 7\fiicanized Honey Bees 

Three behaviorally determined Africanized samples were pooled for this study. 

Two samples of ̂ . m. mellifera (Afiicanized) were collected in Montero and Portachuelo, 

Bolivia. A third sample came from Ribeirao Preto, Brazil (Table 2.1) and was collected 

from the research compoimd of Dr. Warwick Kerr in 1990. These bees were all 

determined as Afiicanized by their characteristic attack behavior. 

2.4.1.4 Caste Members of the Thelytokous Colony 

Equal samples (N=10 each) of queens, drones, intercastes, and workers were 

obtained from the thelytokous colony (CG-5) from the Carl Hayden Bee Lab in Arizona 

to determine the relatedness of intercastes to the other defined caste members (Table 2.2). 

2.5 Methods 

2.5.1 Data Collection. 

The right forewing of each of Xbe Apis specimens (N=10 for each subspecies) was 

removed, wet-moimted, and photographed. Wing characters reflect a measurable 

evolutionary history of insect lineages (Brown 1979b). Previous multivariate 

morphometric studies, successfully using wing characters, were referenced to determine 

applicable morphological characters (Byrne &. Houck 1990; Houck 1990; Sfrauss 1990, 

1992). Photographic images of the wings were produced using an Olympus SZHIO 

photomicroscope (Figure 2.1). Each photo included a scale bar, labeL and was 

photographed on Kodak Black and White + ASA 400 film for C-41 standard processing. 

Negatives of these images were scanned into a computer and stored onto a CD for data 
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collection. From these photo images, 25 anatomical landmarks and helping points 

(Bookstein et. al. 1985; Bookstein 1989) were determined (Figure 2.1). Landmarks are 

homologous points that have reliable anatomical delineation (Bookstein et. al. 1985; 

Bookstein 1989). It is assumed that the pattem of venation is derived from as ancesfral 

lineage, and is therefore homologous (Snodgrass 1993). Helping points are ancillary 

points, recorded with the landmarks, to better define curved surfaces (Bookstein et al. 

1985, Bookstein 1989). Helping points are considered non-homologous. Wing 

measurements (N=26) were recorded using the established landmarks and venation 

pattems (Table 2.3). Distances were digitized and converted to Cartesian coordinates 

using Dr. F. James Rohlf s TpsDig32 (ver. 1.22) program (Department of Ecology and 

Evolution, SUNY at Stony Brook, Copyright© 1998) and an IBM PC microcomputer. 

Using Rolfs program, 28 total points were digitized on each image (Figure 2.2). Of 

these points, 1-25 were character points on the wing itself, points 26 and 27 were a scale 

bar measurement (1mm), and point 28 was the missing reference point to be used later in 

the data analysis. Point 28 is utilized if any damage occurs to a wing and a landmark is 

lost. The TpsDig program provides X and Y coordinates (in Euclidean space in units of 

imaging pixels) between specified points. Once the digitized points were acquired the 

data were saved in NTS text file format and opened with Microsoft Excel©. This raw 

data were transferred into Matlab™ where they were converted into distance 

measurements. These distance measurements were then used in the statistical analysis. 

The Matlab® ntscrds function is used to convert the NTS text into a matrix of Cartesian 

coordinates. The distance fijnction is then used to convert the Cartesian coordinates into 

a set of Euclidean distance measurements. 
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Table 2.2 Measurements of characters. (* indicates helping points). 
See Fig 2.2 for point designations and character lines of measurement. 

CHARACTERS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

I''POINT 
25 
25 
24 
20 
20 
21 
22 
19 
20 
21 
23 
17 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
18 
16 
13 
5 
3 
5 

*6 
*7 
8 
9 
8 
10 
4 

2°" POINT 
19 
22 
23 
19 
21 
22 
23 
18 
17 
14 
12 
18 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
5 
9 
10 
3 
4 

• 6 
*7 
8 
9 
10 
2 
1 
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2.5.2 Modifications Due to Small Sample Sizes 

The same methods were followed within this study as with the thelytokous 

placement study. The right forewings from Apis mellifera honey bees (N=l 0 for each 

caste) were removed, and 26 measurements (see figure 2.2) were recorded using 
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and venation pattems on the wing. However, due to the small sample size (N=40) the 

most discriminatory of the 26 measurements were determined using the stepdisc program 

in Matlab™ (Table 2.4). The small sample size coupled with the large number of 

measurements would produce a singular matrix and unreliable resuhs. This program 

utilizes a stepwise discriminant analysis to determine the best subset of variable. 

Therefore, only the 10 measurements that were determined to impact the results were 

used. 

Table 2.3 Ten most significantly informative measurements as 
determined by stepdisc function (see Fig. 2.2 for photo) 

MEASUREMENTS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
8 
9 
10 

l"* CHARACTER 
25 
24 
20 
21 
19 
21 
16 
15 
14 
13 
16 

2°^ CHARACTER 
19 
23 
21 
22 
18 
14 
15 
14 
13 
12 
9 

2.5.3 Data Analysis 

Character distances were converted to natural logarithms to equalize variances, 

preserve (linearize) allometric scaling effects among characters, mitigate effects of 

heteroscedasticity (Bookstein et al. 1985), and produce a scale-invariant covariance 

matrix (Jolicoeur 1963). Multiple Matlab™ functions were then employed to analyze the 

data (Matlab 1998) (Appendix A): MANOVA (multivariate analysis of variance). 
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discriminant function analysis (DFA), size-free discriminant function analysis (SF-DFA), 

vector plot correlations for both the DFA and SF-DFA, Mahalanobis distances, UPGMA, 

and the classify fimction. 

The multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted first. This was 

executed using the manova function that investigates if a significant difference among 

groups is present for a particular data set. The remaining analytical methods offer an 

understanding and interpretation of character variation in multidimensional space. 

Discriminant function analysis (discrim) was appUed to the distance data to 

maximize the linear separations for which the groups differed by the greatest muhiple of 

their within-group variances. The DFA calculates the linear combination of all the 

original variables to produce discriminant fiinctions. Importance is placed on the 

variables that maximize the among-group variance relative to the in-group variance 

(Foottit and Sorensen 1992). The ensuing discriminant fiinctions are independent. The 

first discriminant function accounts for the maximum amount of variation among groups 

and the second discriminant fijnction discriminates the remaining variation (Foottit and 

Sorensen 1992). To fiirther discriminate the groups, and reduce the allometric effects, 

size was regressed out of the data set by log-fransforming the characters and performing a 

regression of them on the major discriminant axis. Discriminant analyses were 

performed on the residuals of these characters. This was done using the sizefree 

function. In both cases, DFA and SF-DFA, discriminant character loadings were 

determined by computing the correlations between the discriminant fiinction scores and 

the character residuals. The correlations for the DFA and SF-DFA were plotted as 

vector diagrams using the vecplot function (Wright 1954, Strauss 1985) because DFA 
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coefficients (weights) are not necessarily biologically interpretable. Vector plots 

indicate those characters responsible for group separation and are used to interpret the 

relationship, biologically, between the original variables and the discriminant fiinction 

(Houck 1992; Strauss 1992; Houck and OConnor 1998). 

Mahalanobis (mahal) distances were computed among the four groups. For each 

pair of groups, this is based on the distance between the centroids, in the total 

multivariate space, measured in units of standard deviations along a straight line path 

cormecting the centroids (Atchley et al. 1982). 

A cluster diagram (cluster) of the four groups (i.e., African, Afiicanized, 

European and thelytokous) was generated using UPGMA (upgma) and a bootstrap 

procedure (Efron & Tibshirani 1993) with 1,000 iterations. This estimates nodal support 

for the branches of the dendrogram. See Appendix A for all Matlab^" fiinctions. 

2.6 Results of Placement of Thelytokous Group 

Wing morphometries is a reliable method for demonsfrating differences among 

races of honey bees (Houck 1990, Sfrauss and Houck 1994). The MANOVA fiinction 

resulted in a p-value of < .001. 

2.6.1 Discriminant Analvsis of Known Subspecies of Apis mellifera 

DFl is a major size axis and accounted for 83.2 % of the total among group 

variation in the data set. DF2 accounted for the remaining 16.8% (Figure 2.3). The 

vector plot resulted in a rosette of characters with a significant suite of characters 
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responding to allometric constraints. Each categorical group was completely 

discriminated from all other groups. 

2.6.2 Size-Free Discriminant Analvsis of Known Subspecies 
of Apis mellifera 

SF-DFA 1 accounted for 82.4% of the total variation while SF-DFA 2 accounted 

for 17.6%. The correlating vector plot revealed that most characters are of positive sign 

and similar in magnitude. In this data set, however, measurement 24 shows a significant 

deviation from the frend and therefore the most significant character in spatial separation 

of European and Afiicanized groups. 

2.6.3 Known Subspecies with Floated Thelytokous Group 

Both the DFA and SF-DFA reveal the intermediacy of the thelytokous bees within 

and among the three categorical groups of honey bees. However, there are not any of the 

thelytokous bees within the European group's convex hull. This indicates that these bees 

would more likely be classified as Afiican or a hybrid (Afiicanized) than as European. 

2.6.4 UPGMA of all Four (iroups 

The bootstrapped UPGMA reveals that the thelytokous group was most closely 

aligned with Afiicanized bees and that 99% of the time the European bees were the out-

group of the trichotomy. This leads to the conclusion that the thelytokous group is 

expressing a morphological suite of traits that expresses a mixed Afiican ancestry. 
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comprised of ̂ . m. capensis and A. m scutellata genes, fiirther hybridized with the A. m. 

mellifera. 

2.7 Results of Caste Member Analysis 

2.7.1 DFA and Correlating Vectorplot 

DFl accounts for 83.2% of the variation in the data set and DF2 accounts for 

15.4% (Figure 2.7). There is significant discrimination among caste members with an 

overiap between the workers and intercastes. The vector correlation shows that all of the 

variability is in the positive direction and of equal magnitudes indicating a significant 

allometric effect. The MANOVA function resulted in a p-value < .001. 

2.7.2 SF-DFA with Corresponding Vectorplot 

A SF-DFA demonsfrates that the workers and intercastes overlap in DFA space 

(Figure 2.8) when the size vector is mitigated. The SF-DFl accoimts for 81.4 % of the 

character variation while the SF-DF2 accounts for 17.1%. The vector plot indicates a 

correlated character suite with two characters (4, and 12) significantly in opposition and 

contributing to separation of drones and the worker/intercaste groupings. Measurement 

14 contributes to the discrimination of the queens (Figure 2.2). 

2.7.3 UPGMA with Three Caste Members and Intercastes 

The UPGMA reveals that the workers and intercastes align viith 100% bootsfrap 

support, and that 69% the intercastes, workers, and drones form a trichotomy separate 

from the queens (Figure 2.9). 
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DFA 

icanized bees 

Inn ipeam bees 

DFl (83.7%) 

DFA Vectorplot 

0 1 

DFl (83.7%) 

Figure 2.3 A three-group discriminate function analysis (DFA) and corresponding vector 
plot with the known groups of European, African, and Afiicanized honey bees. 
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Size-Free DFA 
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laro pean bees 

DFl (83.7%) 

Size-Free DFA Vectorplot 

0 1 

DFl (83.7%) 

Figure 2.4 A three-group size-free discriminate fiinction analysis (SF-DFA) and 
cortesponding vector plot representing the known Afiican, Afiicanized and European 
honey bees. 
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AMcanized bees 

NO 

Q 

Afiican bees 

nrop' an bees 
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DFl (83.7%) 

Size-free DFA with Test Group 

Afiicanized bees 

bees 

DFl (83.7%) 

Figure 2.5 A DFA and SF-DFA with the addition of the thelytokous test group floated 
into the graph. Thelytokous bees are morphologically intermediate between Afiicanized 
and Afiican, with less (or no) influence from the European line of bees. 
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Afiicanized 
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samples 

European 
bees 
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Mahalanobis distances 

Figure 2.6 A UPGMA cluster dendrogram of the four groups: Afiican, Africanized, 
European, and thelytokous honey bees. The thelytokous group is more closely aligned to 
the Afiicanized and Afiican bees than to the European bees. Numbers indicate bootstrap 
values at the nodes (1,000 iterations). 
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IhtiTcastcs 

Droni 

uecns 
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DFl (82.4%) 

DFA Vectorplot 
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DFl (82.4%) 

Figure 2.7 DFA and vector plot for the three known caste members (queen, drone, and 
workers) as compared v«th the ambiguous intercaste members. The intercastes most 
closely resemble the workers 
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Figure 2.8 When size is regressed out of the analyses and a SF-DFA is preformed, the 
intercastes are closely aligned vAth the worker bees. The corresponding vector plot 
shows that most of the variation is due to allometry. 
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Figure 2.9 A UPGMA of the castes and intercastes. The bootstrap values are given at 
the nodes and show that the workers align with the intercastes 99% of the time. 
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CHAPTER m 

DISCUSSION 

3.1 Discussion of Thelytokous Group Analysis 

The results I found during this research indicated that the thelytokous samples 

tested should be classified as hybridized honey bees, as they were morphologically more 

similar to the Afiican and Afiicanized samples of Apis mellifera than to the European 

samples. To support this conclusion, blind samples were sent to the lab of Dr. Rob E. 

Page, Jr. of the University of California, Davis, Department of Entomology, for 

biochemical analysis. Using three restriction enzymes (EcoRl, Hinc U and Hinf I), Dr. 

Page attempted to classify these samples as either African (A) or European (E). In order 

to conclude that a sample was of African descent, the sample should not be affected by 

any of the three restriction enzymes used. All three of the thelytokous colonies (CG-5, 

CG-15, and SB-21) tested reported a negative effect for all three restriction enzymes and 

therefore support the morphological data in concluding them to be of African ancestry. 

Considering that the Cape bee. Apis mellifera capensis, is the only honey bee to 

show thelytoky with this type of frequency, behavioral results also indicate that the 

hybridized individuals have some ancestral A. m. capensis genes as well as those of ̂ . m. 

scutellata and A. m. mellifera. 

3.2 Discussion of Caste Member Analysis 

The three castes members, and the unassigned intercaste group sampled, revealed 

that the intercastes are morphologically aligned with the workers. The adaptation of 
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morphological diversification among caste members indicates that queens and drones 

followed one diversification trajectory, and that the normally sterile workers formed 

another. The intercastes remained closely aligned with the workers. The hypothesis can 

be made that the origin of the intercastes is not from queens, but that these individuals are 

neo-reproductives, historically originating from the worker class. 

Given this, the intercastes reflect a complex of gene ancestries that have retained 

the ability to sporadically express automictic thelytoky, under some as yet undetermined 

environmental conditions. The ability to generate reproductives from among the worker 

cast is a specific frait of ̂ . m. capensis, and thus the source of the expressed behavior is 

likely somewhere in South Afiica. An alternative hypothesis would be that this trait 

originated de novo in North America among the European lineages. There is, however, 

no tangible support for this hypothesis at this time. 
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APPENDIX 

MATLAB™ FUNCTIONS 
(in alphabetical order) 

% CLASSIFY: If "unknown" observations are provided, singly or in groups, 
% classifies them into the "known" groups. If only "known" groups are 
% provided, reclassifies each observation into one of the known groups. 
% 
% In either case, classification is based on minimum Mahalanobis 
% distances, either original or size-adjusted, and is based on the 
% assumption that both known and unknown groups have identical 
% covariance structures. The training set can optionally be bootsfrapped 
% to estimate frequency distributions of classification. 
% 
% Usage: [results,perclass] = classify(X,grps,{Xu},{ugrps},{sizeadj},{iter}) 
% 
% X = [n x p] data matrix (obs x vars) for the n "known" training 
% observations. 
% grps = [n X 1] corresponding vector of group identifiers for k groups. 
% Xu = optional [m x p] data matrix for the m "unknown" observations. 
% ugrps = optional vector of group identifiers for "unknown" 
% observations. If passed, the unknowns are classified as 
% entire groups, based on Mahalanobis distances among group 
% centroids; if not passed, the unknowns are classified 
% individually based on Mahalanobis distances between 
% individuals and group cenfroids. 
% sizeadj = optional boolean flag indicating, if true, that Mahalanobis 
% distances are to be based on residuals from a "size-free" 
% discriminant analysis [default = 0]. 
% iter = optional number of bootstrap iterations [defauh = 0]. 
0. % 
% results = [m X k] matrix, for the m "unknown" groups of observations 
% and k training groups, specifying the proportion of times 
% (original solution + bootstrap iterations) in which each 
% unknown (rows) is classified into one of the k groups 
% (cols). 
% perclass =[k x k] matrix of percent cortect classifications, for known 
% groups, specifying percentage of time that observations 
% from known groups (rows) are reclassified into the same 
% or different groups (cols). 
% 
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% RE Strauss, 7/13/98 
% 11/29/99 - changed calling sequence. 
% 1/25/00 - changed error messages; changed name of uniqueQ-
% 5/18/00 - added calculations for percent correct classifications. 
% 9/23/00 - updated help documentation. 

function [results,perclass] = classify(X,grps,Xu,ugrps,si2eadj,iter) 
if (nargin < 3) Xu = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) ugrps = []; end; 
if (nargin < 5) sizeadj = []; end; 
if (nargin < 6) iter = []; end; 

if (isempty(iter)) 
bootiter = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(sizeadj)) 

sizeadj = 0; 
end; 

% Default input auguments 

if(isempty(Xu)) 
classify_knowns = 1; 
classifyunknowns = 0; 

else 
[m,q] = size(Xu); 
classifyknowns = 0; 
classifyunknowns = 1; 
if (~isempty(ugrps)) 

ugrps = ugrps(:); 
end; 

end; 

% Determine whether data on 
% "unknowns" has been passed 

[n,p] = size(X); 
grps = grps(:); 
tgrpvals = uniquef(grps); 
ngrps = length(tgrpvals); 

% Training-groups identifiers 

if (length(grps) ~= n) 
dispC CLASSIFY: group vector and data matrix incompatible'); 
dispC for training observations'); 
ertorC); 

end; 

perclass = []; 
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if (classify_knowns) % Jackknife and reclassify Tcnown' obs 
results = classifk(X,grps,tgrpvals,sizeadj); 

perclass = zeros(ngrps,ngrps); 
for i = 1 :ngrps 

ig = find(grps = tgrpvals(i)); 
Ig = length(ig); 
perclass(i,:) = 100*sum(resuks(ig,:))/lg; 

end; 

if (iter) % Bootsfrap 
%level = 0.4; % Level of bootstrap subst: 0-1 
%f- max([round((l-level)*n),l]); 
%f = min([f,n]); 

for it = 1 :iter 
%it 

Xb = bootsamp(X,grps); 
%bX(l:1^:) = X(l:f,:); 

results = results + classifk(Xb,grps, tgrpvals, sizeadj); 
end; 
results = results ./ (iter+1); 

end; 
end; 

if (classify_unknowns) 
if(p — q ) 

dispC CLASSIFY: numbers of variables for training and unknown observations'); 
dispC must be equal'); 
eiTorC); 

end; 

len_ugrps = length(ugrps); 
if (lenugrps > 0) 

if (len_ugrps - ^ m) 
dispC CLASSIFY: group vector and data matrix incompatible'); 
dispC for unknown observations'); 
errorC); 

end; 
else 
ugrps = [l:m]'; 

end; 

ntgrps = length(tgrpvals); % Number of training groups 
maxtgrp = max(tgrpvals); % Max training-group label 
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ugrps = ugrps + maxtgrp; % Ensure that unknown grp-ids are unique 

ugrpvals = uniquef(ugrps); % Groups of unknowns 

results = classifu(X,grps,Xu,ugrps,ntgrps,ugrpvals,sizeadj); 

if (iter) % Bootstrap the training groups 
level = 0.4; % Level of bootsfrap subst: 0-1 
f = max([roimd((l-level)*n),l]); 
f = min([f,n]); 

for it = 1 :iter 
it 

bX = bootsamp(X,grps); 
bX(l:f,:) = X(l:f,:); 

results = results + classifii(bX,grps,Xu,ugrps,ntgrps,ugrpvals,sizeadj); 
end; 
results = results./(iter+l); 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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% DISCRIM: Canonical variate (discriminant) analysis. 
% 

% Usage: [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,CI_loadings,CI_percvar] 
% =discrim(X,grps,{ndf},{loadtype},{Xf},{norescale},{iter},{CI_level}) 
% 

% X = [n X p] data matrix (obs x vars). 
% grps = row or column vector of group identifiers. 
% ndf= optional number of leading discriminant fiinctions for 
% which scores are desired (default = groups-1). 
% loadtype = optional boolean flag indicating the scaling for the 
% loadings: 
% 0: vector correlations [default]; 
% 1: regression coefficients; 
% 2: squared loadings sum to unity. 
% Xf = optional [m x p] matrix of observations to be "floated" 
% onto the discriminant fiinctions. 
% norescale = optional boolean flag indicating that scores are not to 
% be rescaled [default = 0]. 
% iter = optional number of bootstrap iterations [default=0]. 
% Cllevel = optional percent width of confidence intervals [default=95]. 
% 

% loadings = [pxndf] matrix of discriminant-flinction 
% loadings (columns) as vector correlations or 
% regression coefficients. 
% percvar = column vector of percents of total variance explained 
% for discriminant fiinctions. 
% scores = [p x ndfj matrix of discriminant scores (columns). 
% fscores - [m x npc] matrix of discriminant scores for "floated" obs. 
% CI_loadings = [p x 2*ndfJ matrix of CI% confidence limits 
% (asymmetric) of vector-correlation loadings, two columns 
% per discriminant function (low, high). 
% CI_percvar= [p x 2] matrix of CI% confidence limits (asymmetric) 
% of percents variance-explained. 
% 

% RE Strauss, 6/5/95 
% 11/9/98 - warning message for singular W or B matrices. 
% 6/3/99- major rewrite. 
% 11/21/99- corrected sequence of Clloadings cols. 
% 11/25/99- added option for'floated'scores. 
% 11/29/99 - reversed X and grps in calling sequence; also in discrimfQ. 
% 6/13/00 - added check for missing data. 

fiinction [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,CI_loadings,CI_percvar]... 
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= discrim(X,grps,ndf,loadtype,Xf,norescale,iter,CI_level) 

if (nargin < 3) ndf = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) loadtype = []; end; 
if(nargin<5)Xf=[];end; 
if (nargin < 6) norescale = []; end; 
if (nargin < 7) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin < 8) Cljevel = []; end; 

Cljpercvar = []; % Allocate optional return arguments 
Clloadings = []; 

ngrps = length(umque(grps)); % Number of groups 
[nobs,nvars] = size(X); % Numbers of observations & variables 

if (length(grps) - ^ nobs) 
ertorC DISCRIM: Group vector and data matrix not compatible'); 

end; 

if (misscheck(X,grps,Xf)) 
errorC DISCRIM: data matrix or grouping vector contains missing data.'); 

end; 

if (isempty(ndf)) 
ndf = ngrps-1; 

end; 
if (isempty(loadtype)) 

loadtype == 0; 
end; 
if (isempty(norescale)) 

norescale = 0; 
end; 
if (isempty(iter)) 

iter = 0; 
end; 
if (isempty(CI_level)) 

ClJevel = 0.95; 
end; 

if(CI_level>l) 
Cljevel = CI_level/100; 

end; 
alpha = l-CI_level; 

% Discriminant analysis 
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[loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,B,W] = discrimf(X,grps,Xf,ndf,loadtype,norescale); 

sizeW = size(W,l); 
rankW = rank(W); 
rankB = rank(B); 

if(rankW<sizeW) 
disp(sprintf(' DISCRIM warning: W matrix is singular (rank %1 Of < %1.0f).',... 

rankW, sizeW)); 
end; 
if (rankB < ngrps-1) 

disp(sprintf(' DISCRIM warning: B matrix is singular (rank %1.0f < %1.0f).',... 
rankW, ngrps-1)); 

end; 

% Bootsfrap loadings and percvar 

if (iter) 
ci = bootstrp('discrimb', l,iter,alpha,X,grps,0,ndf,loadtype,norescale,loadings); 

nn = nvars*ndf; % Reshape into CI matrices 
Clloadings = [reshape(ci(l,l:nn)',nvars,ndf)... 

reshape(ci(2,1 :nn)',nvars,ndf)]; 

c = []; 
fori= l:ndf 

c = [c i:ndf:2*ndf|; 
end; 
Clloadings = CI_loadings(:,c); 

CI_percvar= [reshape(ci(l,nn+l:nn+ndf),ndf,l)... 
reshape(ci(2,nn+l :nn+ndf),ndf, 1)]; 

end; 

return; 
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% DISTANCE: Converts a set of point coordinates to a set of Euclidean distances 
% or square roots of areas, given the conversion specifications. 
% 
% Usage: dist = distance(specs,crds,{individ},... 
% {scalebar},{scaleunits},{missrefpt}) 
% 
% specs = [m X 2], [m x 3] or [m x 4] set of interpoint distance 
% specifications: 
% col 1: index of distance variable (1,2,...). 
% 2: index of first point. 
% 3: index of second point. 
% 4: indicator of type of output: 
% 1 = cumulative interpoint distance. 
% 2 ==sqrt(area) of enclosed polygon. 
% 
% If col 1 is missing (i.e., if only 2 cols are present), 
% it is assumed to be a column vector 1 :m. 
% If col 4 is missing, it is assumed to be a column vector 
% of I's (specifying all linear interpoint distances). 
% crds - [n x p] set of point coordinates. 
% individ = optional vector [length n] specifying k individuals, each 
% represented by the same number (np) of point coordinates 
% (so that np x k == n). [Default: all coordinates for a 
% single individual]. 
% scalebar = optional vector of two point indices specifying 
% digitized scale bar. 
% scalelunits = optional units for scale bar [defauh = 1]. 
% missre^t = optional index specifying the point below which 
% 'missing-data' points have been digitized. 
0, % 

% dist = [k X nd] row vector of distances. 
% 
% 
% Sample 'specs' matrix: [113 1 
% 2 4 5 1 
% 2 5 6 1 
% 3 3 4 2 
% 3 4 5 2 
% 3 5 8 2 
% 3 8 6 2] 
% specifies 3 output variables: 
% 1: the distance between points 1 and 3. 
% 2: the distance between points 4 and 6, via point 5. 
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% 3: the sqrt(area) of the polygon enclosed by points 3, 4, 5, 8, and 6. 
% 

% RE Sfrauss, 4/5/97 
% 9/19/99 - updated handling of default input arguments. 
% 12/1/99 - allow for missing-data reference point and scale bar. 

fiinction dist = distance(specs,crds,individ,scalebar,scaleunits,missrefpt) 
if (nargin < 3) individ = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) scalebar = []; end; 
if (nargin < 5) scaleunits = []; end; 
if (nargin < 6) missrefpt = []; end; 

[m,c] - size(specs); 
[n,p] = size(crds); 

if (isempty(individ)) % Coords for single individual 
individ = ones(n,l); 

else 
if (length(individ) - ^ n) 

error(' DISTANCE: "crds" and "individ" matrices not compatible'); 
end; 

end; 

rescale = 0; 
checkmissing = 0; 
if (~isempty(scalebar)) 

rescale = 1; 
if (max(scalebar) > n) 

error(' DISTANCE: scale bar point specification out of range'); 
end; 
if (length(scalebar) ~= 2) 

errorC DISTANCE: scale bar must be vector of two point indices'); 
end; 

end; 
if (~isempty(missrefpt)) 

check_missing = 1; 
if (max(missrefpt) > n) 

errorC DISTANCE: scale bar point specification out of range'); 
end; 

end; 

if (~isempty(scalebar) & isempty(scaleunits)) 
scaleunits = 1; 

end; 
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if(c~=4) 
i f (c=2) 

specs = [[l:m]'specs]; 
c = c+l; 

end; 
i f (c=3) 

specs = [specs ones(ni,l)]; 
else 

error(' DISTANCE: specification matrix must have 3 or 4 columns'); 
end; 

end; 

distindx = specs(:, 1); % Exfract info from specifications 
pts= specs(:,2:3); 
disttype = specs(:,4); 

if (max(pts(:))>n | niin(pts(:))<l) % Check point-spec range 
errorC DISTANCE: point specification out of range'); 

end; 

if (max(disttype)<l | min(disttype>2)) 
errorC DISTANCE : invalid type specification'); 

end; 

ndist = max(distindx); % Number of output distance variables 

indlist = uniquef(individ); % List of individual id's 
nind = length(indHst); % Number of individuals 

dist = NaN*ones(nind,ndist); % Allocate output distance matrix 

for id = 1 :nind % Cycle thru individuals 
ind - indlist(id); 
crdind = crds(individ^ind,:); % Extract points for current individual 

if (checkmissing) % Check for missing-data points 
i = find(crdind(:,2) < crdind(missrefpt,2)); 
if (~isempty(i)) % Replace pts below missing-data 
j = find(i=scalebar(l) | i==scalebar(2)); % But not the scale bar pts 
if (~isempty(j)) 
iO) - []; 

end; 
if(~isempty(i)) 

crdind(i,:) = NaN*ones(length(i),p); % reference pt with NaN's 
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end; 
end; 

end; 

for V = 1 :ndist % Cycle thru variables 
indx = find(distindx==v); % Extract specs for current variable 
if(length(indx)>0) 
type = disttype(indx(l)); % Type of variable 
i f ( type=l) 

p 1 = crdind(pts(indx, 1),:); % 1 st endpoint 
p2 = crdind(pts(indx,2),:); % 2nd endpoint 
delta = (pl-p2)'; % Diffs along coordinate axes 
dist(id,v) = sum(sqrt(sum(delta.*delta)')'); % EucUdean distance 

elseif (type=2) 
p-pts(indx,:)'; 
p = umquef(p(:)); 
dist(id,v) = sqrt(polyarea(crdind(p,:))); 

end; 
end; 

end; 

if (rescale) % Rescale with respect to scale bar 
scalefactor = eucl(crdind(scalebar,:))./ scaleunits; 
dist(id,:) = dist(id,:)./scale_factor; 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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% MAHAL: Mahalanobis distances among groups, based on the pooled covariance 
% matrix among all groups. Reduces the number of variables to an optimal 
% subset if the pooled covariance matrix is singular. 
% Note: D2 is summed across variables, and therefore is dependent on 
% (not adjusted for) the number of variables. 
% 
% Syntax: [D2,CI,prob,power] = mahal(X,grps,{iter},{CI_level}) 
% 
% X = [n x p] data matrix (obs x vars). 
% grps= rowor column vector of group identifiers. 
% iter = number of bootstrap and randomization iterations [default=0]. 
% C l l e v e l - percent width of confidence intervals [default=95]. 
% 

% D2 = [g X g] symmetric distance matrix. 
% CI = [g X g] matrix of low (lower triangular matrix) and 
% high (upper triangular matrix) confidence limits. 
% If iter=0, they are asymptotic estimates using a 
% noncenfral F-distribution. 
% If iter>0, they are unbiased bootsfrapped estimates. 
% prob = [g X g] matrix of probabilities of H0:D2K). 
% If iterO, they are asymptotic estimates based on an 
% F-statistic. 
% If iter>0, both asymptotic (lower triangular matrix) and 
% randomized (upper triangular matrix) estimates are given. 
% power = [g X g] symmetric matrix of power estimates. 
% o 

% Q: Because the pooled covar matrix is diminished as a fiinction of the number 
% of groups, should it be estimated separately for each pair of groups? 
% Tentative answer: No, because then the pairwise distances within the matrix 
% will not be comparable. 

% RE Sfrauss, 5/21/95 
% 3/20/98- major rewrite. 
% 11/27/99- handle singular covar matrix. 
% 11/29/99 - reversed X and grps in calling sequence. 
% 6/13/00 - added check for missing data. 

function [D2,CI,prob,power] = mahal(X,grps,iter,CI_level) 
if (nargin < 3) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) Cljevel = []; end; 

index = uniquef(grps); 
ngrps = length(index); % Number of groups 
[nobs,nvars] = size(X); % Numbers of observations & variables 
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ndists = ngrps*(ngrps-1)/2; % Pairwise combinations 

if (length(grps) -= nobs) 
eiTorC MAHAL: Group vector and data matrix incompatible.'); 

end; 

if(isempty(iter)) 
iter = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(CI_level)) 

Cllevel = 0.95; 
else 
if (Cljevel > 1) 

Cllevel = 0.01 * Cljevel; 
end; 

end; 

getCI = 0; 
getprob = 0; 
getpower= 0; 
bootsfrap = 0; 
randomize = 0; 

% Initialize action flags 

if (nargout > 1) 
getCI=l ; 

end; 
if(nargout>2) 

getprob = 1; 
end; 
if(iter>0) 

if (getCI I getprob) 
bootstraps 1; 

end; 
if (nargout > 3) 
getpower= 1; 

end; 
end; 

% Set action flags 

if (misscheck(X,grps)) 
errorC MAHAL: data matrix or grouping vector contains missing data.'); 

end; 

% Mahalanobis distance matrix •• % 

Dvect = mahalf(X,grps); % Triangular matrix 
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D2 = trisqmat(Dvect); % Distance matrix 

% = = Asymptotic probabilities and confidence intervals = = % 

if (getprob & -bootsfrap) 
d'spC Asymptotic probabilities...'); 
prob = mahalpr(X,grps,D2); 

end; 

if (getCI & -bootsfrap) 
dispC Asymptotic confidence intervals...'); 
CI = mahalci(X,grps,D2,CIJevel); 

end; 

% ^ = Bootsfrap = = % 

if (bootsfrap) 
procs = [getCI, getprob, getpower, 0]; 
alpha = 1-CI level; 
nuUdist = 0; 
[CI,prob,power]=bootstrpCmahalf,procs,iter,alpha,X,grps,nulldist); 

end; 

if (getCI) % Put results into square sym-matrix form 
CI = trisqmat(Cr); 

end; 
if (getprob & bootsfrap) 

prob = trisqmat(prob'); 
end; 
if (getpower) 

power = trisqmat(power'); 
end; 

return; 
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% MAKEGRPS: Compose a group-membership column vector, given the group 
% labels and frequencies. 
% 
% Syntax: grps = makegrps(labels,freqs) 
% 
% labels = vector of group labels. 
% freqs = corresponding vector of sample sizes for each group, 
% orascalar if group sample sizes are equal. 
% 

% grps = grouping vector. 
% 

% RE Strauss, 3/27/97 
% 9/22/98 - cortect error checks 

function grps = makegrps(labels,freqs) 
[rl,cl] = size(labels); 
[rf̂ cf] = size(freqs); 

if (min([rl,cl]) > 1 | min([rf,cf]) > 1) 
ertorCMAKEGRPS: labels and frequencies must be vectors.'); 

end; 

if (max([rf;cfl) ^ 1) % Expand scalar for equal sample sizes 
freqs = freqs * ones(rl,cl); 

end; 

if (length(labels) -^ length(freqs)) 
ertorCMAKEGRPS: label and frequency vectors must be same length'); 

end; 

grps = zeros(sum(freqs),l); 
last = 0; 
fori=l:length(labels) 
first = last+1; 
last = first+freqs(i)-l; 
grps(first:last) = labels(i)*ones(freqs(i),l); 

end; 

return; 
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% MANOVA: Single-classification multivariate ANOVA for k groups and p variables. 
% Uses the F approximation to Wilks' lambda. 
% Optionally randomizes the observations among groups to determine 
% the significance level of lambda. 
% 

% Syntax: [lambda,F,pr,df,Fdf| = manova(X,grps,{iter},{CI level}) 
% 
0, % X = [n X p] analytic variable. 
% grps= [nx 1] classification variable. 
% iter = optional number of randomization iterations to estimate 
% significance level (default = 0). 
% Cljevel = percentage confidence level for bootsfrapped variance 
% components (default = 95). 
% 0 

% lambda = observed Wilks' lambda. 
% F = estimated F-statistic value. 
% pr = significance level of the test, either asymptotic 
% (if iter=0) or randomized (if iter>0). 
% df= [1x3] vector of degrees of freedom (among-group, 
% within-group, total). 
% Fdf = [1x2] vector of degrees of freedom for the F test (numerator, 
% denominator). 
% 

% Tabachnick, BG & LS Fidell. 1989. Using Multivariate Statistics (2nd ed.), 
% pp. 381-389. Harper-Collins. 
%Seber, GAF. 1984. Multivariate Observations, pp. 433-437. Wiley Series in 
% Probability and Mathematical Statistics. 

% RE Strauss 
% 11/9/98- error message for singular E+H matrix. 
% 11/29/99- changed calling sequence. 
% 6/13/00 - added check for missing data. 

function [lambda,F,pr,d^Fdf! = manova(X,grps,iter,CIJevel) 
if (nargin < 3) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) Cljevel = []; end; 

if(isempty(iter)) 
iter = 0; 

end; 
if(isempty(CIJevel)) 

Cljevel = 0.95; 
elseif (Cljevel >1) 

Cljevel = CIJevel/100; 
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end; 
alpha =1-Cljevel; 

[N,nvars] = s\ze(X); 
p = nvars; 

if (misscheckCX,grps)) 
errorC MANOVA: data matrix or grouping vector contains missing data ')• 

end; 

G = design(grps); % Design matrix 
ngrps = size(G,2); % Number of groups 

totmean = ones(N, 1 )*meanCX); % Matching matiix of grand means 

meanW = (G'*G)\G'*X; % Within-group means 
grpmean = G*mean_W; % Matching matrix of group means 

e = X - grpmean; % Within-group deviations 
g = totmean grpmean; % Among-group deviations 

% y = X - totmean; % Total deviations 

sse= e'*e; % Within-group sscp 
ssa= g'*g; % Among-group sscp 

% ssto - y'*y; % Total sscp 

dfto = N-l; % Total df 
dfa= ngrps-1; % Among-group df 
dfe =dfto-dfa; % Within-group df 
df = [dfa dfe dfto]; 

H = ssa; % Hypothesis matrix 
E = sse; % Error matrix 

rankEH = rank(E+H); 
sizeH = size(H,l); 
if(rankEH<size(H,l)) 

disp(sprintf(' MANOVA warning: E+H matiix is singular (rank %1.0f < %1.0f)',. 
rankEH, sizeH)); 

end; 

lambda = det(E)/(detCE+H)); % Wilks' lambda 

if ( p = 2 & ngrps=2) % Fix for single case in which fails 
s = 2; 
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else 
s - sqrt(((p*p*dfa*dfa)-4)/((p*p)+(dfa*dfa)-5)); 

end; 

y = lambda.^l/s); 

dfl = floor(p*dfa); 
d£2 = floor(s*(dfe-((p-dfa+l)/2))-((p*dfa-2)/2)); 

Fdf- [dfl df2]; 

F = ((l-y)/y)*(d£2/dfl); 

% Significance level of observed F-statistic 
if (iter = 0) % Asymptotic significance level 

pr=l-fcdf(F,dfl,df2); 
else % Randomized significance level 

[ci,pr] = bootstrpCmanovaf ,[0,l,0],iter,alpha,X,grps,0); 
end; 

return; 
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% NTSCRDS: Converts coordinate points from Rohlf s NTS format (output of 
% tpsdig.exe) to a matrix of cartesian coordinates. 
% 
% Usage: [crds,sp] = ntscrds(nts_crds,(specs),{fill_crds}) 
% 
% ntscrds = vector of NTS coordinates, or matrix of coordinates by row 
% (with [0 0] or other values to fill out last row of block). 
% specs = optional vector of specimen numbers for sets of NTS 
% coordinates spanning more than one row. 
% fiUcrds = optional 2-element row vector of values for 'fill-in' 
% coordinates in last row, to be deleted (defauh = [0 0]). 
% 

% crds - [n X 2] vector of cartesian coordinates. 
% sp = [n X 1] vector of specimen numbers. 
% 

% RE Sfrauss, 9/24/98 
% 9/15/99 - modified aspect ratio; added 'imagepro' option. 
% 5/5/00 - allow for multiple specimens. 
% 5/24/00 - removed 'imagepro' option; delete fill-in coordinates. 

function [crds,sp] = ntscrds(nts_crds,specs,fill_crds) 
if (nargin < 2) specs = []; end; 
if (nargin < 3) fill_crds = []; end; 

if (isempty(specs)) 
specs = ones(size(nts_crds,l),l); 

end; 
if (isempty(fill_crds)) 

fill_crds = [0 0]; 
end; 

uspecs = uniquef(specs); % Numbers of specimens 
nspecs = length(uspecs); 

i = find(specs = uspecs(l)); % Allocate output matrices 
c = nts_crds(i,:)'; % using first specimen 
c-c( : ) ; 
nvals = length(c); 
nerds = nvals/2; 

if(-isintegr(ncrds)) 
ertorC NTSCRDS: number of NTS coordinate values must be even.); 

end; 
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crds = zeros(ncrds*nspecs,2); 
sp = zeros(ncrds*nspecs,l); 

crds(l:ncrds,:) = [c(l:2:nvals-l) c(2:2:nvals)]; 
sp(l:ncrds) = uspecs(l)*ones(ncrds,l); 

b = ncrds+l; 
for is = 2:nspecs % Remaining specimens 

i = find(specs ̂  uspecs(is)); 
c = nts_crds(i,:)'; 
c = c(:); 

e = b+ncrds-l; 
crds(b:e,:) = [c(l:2:nvals-l) c(2:2:nvals)]; 
sp(b:e) = uspecs(is)*ones(ncrds,l); 
b = e+l; 

end; 

i - find(crds(:,l)=fill_crds(l) & crds(:,2)=fill_crds(2)); 
crds(i,:) = D; 
sp(i,:) = []; 

return; 
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% PCACOV: Returns the full set of sorted eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and 
% a subset of PC A scores, from the covariance matrix of a data 
% matrix X. Optionally bootsfraps the loadings and eigenvalues. 
/o 

% Syntax: [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,CIloadings,CI_percvar] 
% = PcacovCX,{npc},{loadtype},{Xf},(iter),{Cljevel}) 
% 
0, 

0, 

% X = [n X p] data matrix. 
% npc = optional number of leading principal components to be 
% returned [default - number of significant eigenvalues 
% based on broken-stick null model]. 
% loadtype = optional boolean flag indicating the scaling for the 
% loadings: 
% 0: vector correlations [defauh]; 
% 1: regression coefficients; 
% 2: squared loadings sum to unity. 
% Xf = optional [m x p] matrix of observations to be "floated" 
% onto the principal components. 
% iter = optional number of bootstrap iterations for confidence 
% intervals [defaultO]. 
% CI level = optional width of confidence intervals [default=95]. 
% 

% loadings = [p x npc] matrix of principal components (columns). 
% percvar = [p x 1] vector of percentages of variance accounted for 
% by principal components. 
% scores = [n x npc] matrix of unsealed PCA scores (columns). 
% fscores - [m x npc] matrix of PCA scores for "floated" obs. 
% CI loadings = [p x 2*npc] matrix of CI% asymmetric confidence limits 
% of loadings, two columns per component (low,high). 
% CI_percvar = [p x 2] matrix of CI% asymmetric confidence limits 
% of percents variance-explained. 
% 

% RE Strauss, 11/21/95 
% 9/14/99- misc changes for Matlab v5. 
% 11/21/99- updated documentation; 
% added capability of floating obs on PCs; 
% implemented BOOTSITO* for bootsfrapping. 
% 1/15/00 - allow for fewer observations than variables by estimating 
% loadings as regression coefficients. 
% 5/2/00 - isolated scores & loadings in LOADSCRS. 
% 6/12/00- added ertor message for missing data. 

function [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,CIJoadings,CI_percvar]... 
= pcacov(X,npc,loadtype,Xf,iter,CIlevel) 
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if (nargin < 2) npc = []; end; 
if (nargin < 3) loadtype = []; end; 
if(nargin<4)Xf=[];end; 
if (nargin < 5) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin < 6) Cljevel = []; end; 

default loadtype = 0; 
default iter = 0; 
default_CIJevel = 95; 

if (isempty(loadtype)) 
loadtype = defaultJoadtype; 

end; 
if (isempty(iter)) 

iter = default iter; 
end; 
if (isempty(CI level)) 

Cljevel = default_CIJevel; 
end; 

if (Cljevel > 1) 
Cljevel = CIJevel/100; 

end; 
alpha = 1-CI level; 

if(misscheckCX,Xf)) 
errorC PCACOV: input matrix contains missing values'); 

end; 

[N,P] = sizeOO; 
i f (N<3) 

ertorC PCACOV: too few observations.'); 
end; 
i f ( P < l ) 

ertorC PCACOV: too few variables.'); 
end; 
i f (N<P) 

if (iter) 
dispC PCACOV warning: fewer observations than variables;'); 
dispC bootstrapping not performed.'); 

else 
dispC PCACOV warning: fewer observations than variables.'); 

end; 
end; 
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if(~isempty(npc)) 
if(npc>P) 

npc = P; 
end; 

else 
npc = P; 

end; 

if(-isemptyCXf)) 
[M,Pf] = size(Xf); 
i f (Pf-=P) 

errorC PCACOV: floated data matrix must have same vars as data matrix.'); 
end; 

end; 

%PCA 
covmat = covpQ; % Covariance matrix 

reduced_rank = 0; 
if(N>=P) %PCA 

[evects,evals] = eigen(covmat); 
else % If too few obs, 
V = sort(steprank(covmat)); % Find best subset of variables 
lenv = length(v); 
[ev,evals] = eigen(covmat(v,v)); % PCA of subset of vars 
s = score(X(:,v),ev); % Scores on subset of vars 
b = linregr(s,X); % Regress data on scores 
evects = b(2:lenv+l,:)'; % Evects are regression coeffs 
reduced_rank = 1; 

if (lenv < npc) 
dispC PCACOV warning: due to singular covariance matrix, only'); 
disp([' ', sprintf(%d ',lenv), 'components can be returned.']); 
npc = lenv; 

end; 
end; 

if (isempty(npc)) 
[pe,npc] = brokestk(P,sum(evals),evals); 
if(npc=0) 

dispC PCACOV warning: no eigenvalues reported as significant.'); 
n p c = l ; 

end; 
end; 
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percvar = 100 * evals / sum(evals); % Percents variance 
percvar = percvar(l :npc); % Retain subset 

[loadings, scores] = loadscrs(X,evects,npc,loadtype); 

if (-isempty(Xf)) % Float additional obs onto PCs 
fscores = score(Xf,evects,npc); 

else 
fscores = []; 

end; 

% Bootsfrap PCA 

Cljoadings = []; 
CI_percvar = • ; 

if (iter & ~reduced_rank) 
ci = bootstrp('pcacovb',l,iter,alpha,X,[],0,npc,loadtype,loadings); 

nn = P*npc; % Reshape into CI matrices 
Cljoadings = [reshape(ci( 1,1: nn)',P,npc) 

reshape(ci(2,1 :nn)',P,npc)]; 

c = []; 
for i = 1 :npc 

c = [c i:npc:2*npc]; 
end; 
Cljoadings = CIJoadings(:,c); 

CI_percvar= [reshape(ci(l,nn+l:nn+npc),npc,l)... 
reshape(ci(2,nn+l :nn+npc),npc, 1)]; 

end; 

return; 
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% SIZEFREE: Size-invariant discriminant analysis 
% 

0, 

% Syntax: [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,D2,R,wload,wperc,wsi2e,S] 

sizefreeCX,grps,{ndf},{loadtype},{kindsize},{kindregr},{Xf},{iter},{CIJevel}) 
/o 
% X = [n X p] data matrix (obs x vars). 
% grps= row or column vector of group identifiers. 

ndf = optional number of leading discriminant functions for 
0̂ which scores are desired [default=groups-l, max 10]. 

% loadtype = optional boolean flag indicating the scaling for the 
% loadings: 
% 0: vector correlations [default]; 
% 1; regression)coefficients; 
% 2: squared loadings sum to unity. 
% kindsize = kind of size vector: V for witiiin-group or 
% or 'a' for among-group [defauh = 'w']. 
% kindregr = regression model used: 0 = major axis [default], 1 = predictive. 
% Xf= optional [mxp] matrix of observations to be "floated" 
% onto the discriminant functions. 
% iter = number of bootstrap iterations [default=0]. 
% Cljevel = percent width of confidence intervals [default=95]. 
% 

% loadings = [pxndf] matrix of discriminant-function 
% coefficients (columns) as vector correlations 
% ([p X 3 *ndf] if bootstrapped). 
% percvar = [ndf x 1] vector of percents of total variance explained 
% for discriminant functions ([ndf x 3] if bootsfrapped). 
% scores = [nx ndf] matrix of discriminant-function scores 
% (colunms) (can't be bootsfrapped). 
% fscores = [m x ndf] matrix of "floated" observations. 
% D2 = [g X g] symmetric Mahalanobis distance matrix of residuals 
% ([g X 3 *g] if bootstrapped). 
% R = [n X p] matrix of size-invariant residuals (can't 
% be bootsfrapped). 
% wload = [p X 1] vector of size-vector loadings ([p x 3] if 
% bootsfrapped). 
% wperc = percent total variance for size vector ([1 x 3] if 
% bootsfrapped). 
% wsize = [n X 1] vector of within-group size scores (can't 
% be bootsfrapped). 
% S = [n X 1] vector of among-group size scores (can't 
% be bootsfrapped). 

% 
% Note: bootstrapping currently provides only confidence limits, 
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% not significance levels or power estimates, in the form: 
% 
% 
% 
% outputmatrix = [point estimates, lower CL, upper CL] 

% RE Sfrauss, 6/12/95 
% 7/17/98 - added optional major-axis regression for estimating residuals. 
% 11/29/99 - reversed X and grps in calling sequence. 
% 6/13/00 - added check for missing data. 

fiinction [loadings,percvar,scores,fscores,D2,R,wload,wperc,wsize,S]... 
= sizefreeCX,grps,ndf,loadtype,kindsize,kindregr,Xf,iter,cijevel) 

if (nargin < 3) ndf = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) loadtype = []; end; 
if (nargin < 5) kindsize = []; end; 
if (nargin < 6) kindregr = []; end; 
if(nargin<7)Xf=[];end; 
if (nargin < 8) iter = []; end; 
if (nargin < 9) Cljevel = []; end; 

[nobs,nvars] = size(X); % Numbers of observations & variables 
[nfobs,nfVars] = size(Xf); % Numbers of floated obs & vars 
index = uniquef(grps); 
ngrps = length(index); % Number of groups 

if (-isempty(Xf) & nvars-=nfvars) 
errorC SIZEFREE: numbers of variables for obs and floated obs must be identical.'); 

end; 

if (niisscheck(X,grps,Xf)) 
errorC SIZEFREE: data matrix or grouping vector contains missing data.'); 

end; 

defaultndf = ngrps-1; % Defauhs for mput arguments 
default iter = 0; 
default_CIJevel =95; 
default_kindsize = 'w'; % = within 
default Joadtype = 0; % = vector coffelations 
default_kindregr = 0; % = major-axis regression 

if (isempty(ndf)) % Defauh input arguments 
ndf = min(default_ndf,10); 

end; 
if (isempty(kindsize)) 
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kindsize = default_kindsize; 
end; 
if (kindsize = 'w') 
within = 1; 

else 
within = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(kindregr)) 

kindregr = defaultkindregr; 
end; 
if(isempty(iter)) 

iter = default iter; 
end; 
if(isempty(CIJevel)) 

CI level = default_CIJevel; 
end; 

% Calculate single solution 

% outmat = boolean vector indicating results to be returned: 
% 1) loadings: (vector correlations) [p x ndf] 
% 2) percvar: percents total variance [ndf x 1] 
% 3) scores: DF scores [n x ndf] 
% 4) fscores: floated DF scores [m x ndf] 
% 5) D2: Mahal distances of residuals [g x g] 
% 6)R: size-invariant residuals [nxp] 
% 7) wload: size-vector loadings [p x 1] 
% 8) wperc: percent size-vector variance [1x1] 
% 9) wsize: within-group size scores [ n x l ] 
% 10) S: among-group size scores [ n x l ] 

outmat = [1 zeros(l,9)]; 
outmat(2:nargout) = ones(l,nargout-1); 

outsize = [nvars*ndf, ndf, nobs*ndf, nfobs*ndf, ngrps^2, nobs*nvars, nvars, nobs, 
nobs]; 

i = find(-outmat); 
if(-isempty(i)) 
outsize(i) = zeros(l,length(i)); 

end; 
i = find(~outsize); 
if(-isempty(i)) 

outmat(i) = zeros(l,length(i)); 
end; 
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solution = sizefrefpC,grps,Xf,[],[],ngrps,ndf,within,outmat,outsize,loadtype,kindregr) 

[loadings,percvar, scores,fscores,D2,R,wload,wperc,wsize, S]... 
= sizefrep(solution,outmat,outsize,nobs,nvars,ngrps,ndf); 

% Bootsfrapping 

if (iter >0) 
outmat([3 5 8 9]) = zeros(l,4); % Omit scores from bootstrapping 
if ( n d f ^ l ) % Omit percvar if = 100% 

outmat(2) = 0; 
end; 
outsize(-outmat) = zeros(l,sum(~outmat)); 

ci = bootsfrpCsizefref,[l 0 0],iter,l-CIJevel,X,grps,Xf,0, ... 
ngrps,ndf, within, outmat,outsize,loadtype,kindregr); 

[loadings 1 ,percvar 1, scores 1 ,D21 ,R1,wload 1,wperc 1,wsize 1, S1 ] . . . 
= sizefrep(ci(l,:),outmat,nobs,nvars,ngrps,ndf); 

[loadings2,percvar2,scores2,D22,R2,wload2,wperc2,wsize2,S2]... 
= sizefrep(ci(2, :),outmat,nobs,nvars,ngrps,ndf); 

if(outinat(l)) 
loadings = [loadings loadings 1 loadings2]; 

end; 
if(outmat(2)) 

percvar = [percvar percvarl percvar2]; 
end; 
if(outmat(4)) 
D2 = [D2 D21 D22]; 

end; 
if(outmat(6)) 
wload = [wload wload 1 wload2]; 

end; 
if(outiiiat(7)) 
wperc = [wperc wperc 1 wperc2]; 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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% STEPDISC: Stepwise discriminant analysis to determine the best subset of variables. 
% Infroduces variables so as to maximize at each step the Lawley-Hotelling 
% trace (=Rao's V). This measure is proportional to the mean Mahalanobis 
% distance. Optionally boostraps the data matrix and returns an accumulated 
% matrix of sequences of introduced variables as well as matrices of diagonstics. 
% If both group and subgroup identifiers are provided for each observation 
% (eg-, identifying species and population within species), discriminant 
% analyses are done independentiy by group at each step (discriminating the 
% subgroups) and the resultant values of V averaged. This procedure allows 
% the identification of common sets of variables that best discriminate 
% subgroups. Such sets are likely to be suboptimal for any particular group, 
% but are optimal (by the mean-V criterion) across groups. 
% 
% Usage: [incl,Vcum,Vpcum,bootperc,bootbest,bootplace,bootincl,bootVpcum] = ... 
% stepdisc(X,grps,{maxvars},{iter}) 
% 
% X = [nxp] data matrix (obs x vars). 
% grps = [ n x l ] vector of group identifiers, or [n x 2] matrix of group 
% (col 1) and subgroup (col 2) identifiers. 
% maxvars = maximum number of variables to be included in model [defauh = all 
% variables, or the maximum supported by the observations]. 
% iter= optional number ofbootsfrap iterations [defauh = 0]. 
% 
% incl = list of indices of variables in order of inclusion. 
% Vcum = maximum V at each step. 
% Vpcum = maximum Vp (=V divided by number of variables) at each step. 
% bootperc = percentage ofbootsfrap iterations in which each variable in 'incl' 
% is in the cortesponding position (step). 
% bootbest = [step x nvars] matrix giving the best subset of variables for each 
% step, based on bootstrap results. 
% bootplace = [p x maxvars] matiix giving percentage of bootstrap iterations in 
04 which variable p i is in step maxvars J . 
% bootincl = matiix of lists of variables, one row per bootsfrap iteration. 
% boot Vcum = vector of maxima of the Vpcum function. 

% 

% RE Sfrauss, 7/30/98 
% 11/29/99 - changed calling sequence. 
% 6/16/00 - added check for missing data. 

fiinction [incl,Vcum,Vpcum,bootperc,bootbest,bootplace,bootincl,bootVpcum] 

stepdisc(X,grps,maxvars,iter) 

if (nargin < 3) maxvars = []; end; 
if (nargin < 4) her = []; end; 
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[n,p] = size(X); 
[r,c] = si2e(grps); 

supergrps = []; 
i f ( r = l & c > l ) 

grps = grps'; 
elseif (r>l & c = 2 ) 

supergrps = grps(:,l); 
grps = grps(:,2); 

end; 

% If group vector is a row, franspose to column 

% If two columns are passed, 
% col 1 = grps 

% col 2 = subgrps 

if (misscheckCX,grps)) 
errorC STEPDISC: data matrix or grouping vector contains missing data.'); 

end; 

supergrpids = uniquef(supergrps); 
nsgrps = length(supergrpjds); 

% Default argument values if (isempty(maxvars)) 
maxvars = p; 

end; 
if (isempty(iter)) 
iter = 0; 
bootperc = []; 
bootplace = []; 
bootincl = []; 

end; 
% Allocate output matrices 

vars incl = zeros(l,p); % Positions in which vars introduced 
Vcum = zeros(l,maxvars); % Cumulative V 
Vpcum = zeros(l,maxvars); % Cumulative V per variable 

if (~isempty(supergrps)) 
Vg= zeros(nsgrps,l); 
Vpg = zeros(nsgrps,l); 

end; 

for step = 1 :maxvars % Add vars one at a time 
vi = find(vars incl>0); % Indices of vars included 
vni = find(vars incl=0); % Indices of vars not included 
nvni = length(vni); % Number of vars not included 

V = zeros(nvni,l); 
Vp = zeros(nvm, 1); 

% Get objective fh value for each unused var 
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for V = 1 :nvni % Cycle thru unused vars 
if (isempty(supergrps)) % Get values for V & Vp 

[V(v),Vp(v)] = lawley(X(:,[vi vni(v)]),grps); 
else 

for g = 1 :nsgrps % If supergrps present, cycle thru them 
i = find(supergrps^g); % Isolate observations in current supergrp 
Xg = X(i,:); % Get data 
[Vg(g),Vpg(g)] = lawleyCXg(:,[vi vni(v)]),grps(i)); 

end; 
V(v) = mean(Vg); % Average stats across supergrps 
Vp(v) = mean(Vpg); 

end; 
end; 

if (finite(sum(V))) % If all fh values are finite, 
[Vpmax,i] = max(Vp); % select largest 
varsjncl(vni(i(l))) = step; 
Vpcum(step) = Vpmax; 
Vcum(step) = V(i); 

else % Else quit here 
break; 

end; 
end; 

[y,incl] = sort(vars incl); 
i = find(y>0); 
incl = incl(i); 
len incl = length(incl); 
Vcum = Vcum(l :len incl); 
Vpcum = Vpcum(l:len_incl); 

if (iter) % Bootstrap resuhs 
bootincl = zeros(iter,maxvars); 
bootperc = zeros(size(incl)); 
bootplace = zeros(p,maxvars); 
bootbest = zeros(maxvars,maxvars); 
bootVpcum = zeros(iter); 

for it = 1 :iter 
%it 

Xb = bootsampCX,grps); 

varsjncl = zeros(l,p); 

for step = 1 :maxvars 
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VI - find(vars_incl>0); V^ indices of vars included 
vm - find(varsjncl=0); % Indices of vars not included 
nvm - length(vni); % Number of vars not included 

V = zeros(nvni,l); 
Vp = V; 
for V = 1 :nvni 

if (isempty(supergrps)) % Get values for V & Vp 
[V(v),Vp(v)] = lawleyPO)(:,[vi vni(v)]),grps); 

else 
for g = 1 :nsgrps % If supergrps present, cycle thru them 
1 = find(supergrps=g); % Isolate observations in current supergrp 
Xbg = X(i,:); % Get data 
[Vg(g),Vpg(g)] = lawley(grps(i),Xbg(:,[vi vni(v)])); 

end; 
V(v)= meanCVg); % Average stats across supergrps 
Vp(v) = mean(Vpg); 

end; 
end; 

if(finite(sumCV))) 
[Vpmax,i] = max(Vp); 
bootVpcum(it) = Vpmax; 
varsjncl(vni(i(l))) = step; 

else 
break; 

end; 
end; 

[y,inc] = sort(varsJncl); 
i = find(y>0); 
bootincl(it,;) = [inc(i) zeros(l,maxvars-length(i))]; 

end; 

% Find the percentage of times (bootsfrap iterations) that each variable is in it's 
% given step position. 

for i = 1 :length(incl) 
bootperc(i) = 100*sum(bootincl(:,i)^incl(i))/iter; 

end; 
for i = 1 :p 

forj = 1: maxvars 
bootplace(i,j) = 100*sum(bootincl(:,j)=i)/iter; 

end; 
end; 
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% Accumulate the sums (cumsum) of rows in matrix 'bootplace'. For each given 
number of 

% variables (step, =p J ) , select the p J variables having the largest cum-sum 
% representation. 

bootcum = cumsum(bootplace')'; 
bootcum 

for i = 1: maxvars 
[bj] = sort(-bootcum(:,i)); 
bootbest(i,l:i)=j(l:i)'; 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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